Saturday, November 3
Littleton High School
8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Schedule and Map

8:30 am – 9:30 am: Book Store open (Really, it’s open all day.) NORTH GYM Upper Level
8:30 am – 9:30 am: Check In at Welcome/Registration Desk MAIN LOBBY
9:30 am – 10:30 am: Author Introductions & Opening Keynote AUDITORIUM
10:30 am – 10:45 am: BREAK (Book Store open: NORTH GYM Upper Level)
10:45 am – 11:30 am: Breakout Panels #1 (Choose 1 of 5 panels) PANEL #1: AUDITORIUM; PANEL #2: LIBRARY;
PANEL #3: FORUM; PANEL #4: SOUTH GYM; PANEL #5: NORTH GYM
11:30 am – 11:45 am: BREAK (Book Store open: NORTH GYM Upper Level)
11:45 am – 12:30 pm: Breakout Panels #2 (Choose 1 of 5 panels) PANEL #1: AUDITORIUM; PANEL #2: LIBRARY;
PANEL #3: FORUM; PANEL #4: SOUTH GYM; PANEL #5: NORTH GYM
12:30 pm – 1:45 pm: LUNCH – Food Trucks (Book Store open) CAFETERIA & OUTSIDE
12:45 pm – 1:45 pm: SPECIAL SESSION ATTENDEES ONLY (Bonus Session Attendees get lunch first!)
   SPECIAL SESSION #1: Behind the Scenes: How Your Favorite Authors Went From Laptop to
   Bookstore with THREE! Literary Agents (This is a registration ONLY event with limited seats
   available. There will be a waiting list!) ROOM 1317
   SPECIAL SESSION #2 with JASON REYNOLDS (This is a registration ONLY event with limited
   seats available. There will be a waiting list!) ROOM 1327
   SPECIAL SESSION #3 with LAINI TAYLOR (This is a registration ONLY event with limited seats
   available. There will be a waiting list!) ROOM 1329
1:45 pm – 2:30 pm: Breakout Panels #3 (Choose 1 of 5 panels) PANEL #1: AUDITORIUM; PANEL #2: LIBRARY;
PANEL #3: FORUM; PANEL #4: SOUTH GYM; PANEL #5: NORTH GYM
2:30 pm – 2:45 pm: BREAK (Book Store open: NORTH GYM Upper Level)
2:45 pm – 3:45 pm: Closing Keynote AUDITORIUM
4:00 pm – 5:00 pm: Great Big Book Signing (Book Store open)
   NORTH GYM Lower Level
Panels, Descriptions & Authors

**Opening Keynote:** Jason Reynolds *(For Every One)*

**Closing Keynote:** Laini Taylor *(Muse of Nightmares)*

**PANEL #1: Young Love**  **AUDITORIUM**  
From summer romance to navigating love in a close-minded community, these authors will tackle the issue of writing characters who are falling in and out (and sometimes back in) of love.

**AUTHORS:**
Lisa Brown Roberts *(Spies, Lies, and Allies)*  
Moderator  
Cynthia Leitich Smith *(Hearts Unbroken)*  
Kasie West *(Listen to Your Heart)*  
Stephanie Kate Strohm *(Love a la Mode)*  
Tiffany Schmidt *(Bookish Boyfriends)*

**PANEL #2: Job & Family**  **LIBRARY**  
Teenagers spend a lot of time dealing with their families, and a lot of time navigating their first jobs. Join these authors as they discuss why they chose to focus on these kinds of stories, and how they crafted such a strong sense of place.

**AUTHORS:**
Emily France *(Zen and Gone)*  
Moderator  
Ali Novak *(Paper Hearts)*  
Amy Spalding *(The Summer of Jordi Perryz (and the Best Burger in Los Angeles))*  
Dana L. Davis *(Tiffany Sly Lives Here Now)*  
Emily X. R. Pan *(The Astonishing Color of After)*

**PANEL #3: All the Feels**  **FORUM**  
Some books tug on our emotions in unforgettable ways. These authors talk about their approach to writing characters and stories that strike us to the very core of our being.

**AUTHORS:**
R. Alan Brooks *(The Burning Metronome)*  
Moderator  
Mark Oshiro *(Anger is a Gift)*  
Parker Peevyhouse *(The Echo Room)*  
Will Walton *(I Felt a Funeral, in My Brain)*

**PANEL #4: The Internet & Technology**  **SOUTH GYM**  
This panel of skilled novelists will discuss how they use technology (from social media and robots to hackers and teenage spies) and how it affects their storylines.

**AUTHORS:**
Kimberly Reid *(Prettyboy Must Die)*  
Moderator  
Andrew Smith *(Rabbit & Robot)*  
Erin Jade Lange *(The Chaos of Now)*  
Katharine McGee *(The Towering Sky (Thousandth Floor #3))*  
Mary H. K. Choi *(Emergency Contact)*

**PANEL #5: Fantasy Worlds**  **NORTH GYM**  
Novels often take us to places we’ve never imagined. Sometimes it’s a newly imagined world, and sometimes it’s an internal landscape. Hear how these writers avoided the pitfalls of fantasy tropes, and found the inspiration to create carefully constructed, eminently believable realms.

**AUTHORS:**
Colleen Oakes *(War of the Cards - Queen of Hearts #3)*  
Moderator  
Jessica Cluess *(A Sorrow Fierce and Falling (Kingdom on Fire, Book 3))*  
Julie Kagawa *(Shadow of the Fox)*  
Natalie C. Parker *(Seafire)*  
Tracy Banghart *(Grace & Fury)*

**SPECIAL SESSION #1: Behind the Scenes:**  
How Your Favorite Authors Went From Laptop to Bookstore with THREE! Literary Agents  
**ROOM 1317**

**SPECIAL SESSION #2: Jason Reynolds**  
**ROOM 1327**

**SPECIAL SESSION #3: Laini Taylor**  
**ROOM 1329**